Comma Quiz 2

1. The pantry shelf was well stocked with microwave popcorn which is Jim's favorite snack.

2. A student who earns A's in WCC courses has a good chance of transferring to the University of Michigan where the challenges and rewards are greater.

3. William Faulkner's most famous novel *The Sound and the Fury* was published in 1929.

4. Shakespeare's play *Macbeth* recounts the rise and fall of a noble, ambitious Scottish thane; his greatest work *King Lear* is about an old, enfeebled king and his three daughters.

5. Christine with her high morals and strong work ethic was a good mother to her children.

6. Many community colleges have large enrollments; WCC for example is reported to have nearly 15,000 students.

7. Bob Dylan is in my opinion the greatest all-around figure in the history of rock and roll; in fact, he has been nominated for the Nobel Prize at least three times.

8. December 7, 1941, is as the saying goes "a day that will live in infamy."

9. The last few weeks of the semester seem to last forever don't they?

10. It's the humidity not the heat that makes Maryland so unbearable in the summer.